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SOURCE: (U)
SUMMARY: (CONFIDENTIAL) IRAN RECEIVES STINGERS AND SA-7'S AND
ARE NEGOTIATING FOR MIG-21 AND MIG-23 AIRCRAFT.
TEXT: 1. (CONFIDENTIAL) 8800112135
IRAN RECEIVED DURING AUG-SEP 87 100X STINGER MISSILES AND 52X STINGER MISSILE LAUNCHERS. THAT THESE MISSILES WERE RECEIVED FROM U.S. COMPANIES, BUT THAT THE U.S. GOVERNMENT WAS NOT INVOLVED.

2. (SANDFORM) THAT IRAN HAD RECEIVED 2,000 SOVIET SA-7 ANTI AIRCRAFT MISSILES AND 140X LAUNCHERS FROM LIBYA. I SAID THAT NEGOTIATIONS WERE UNDERWAY BETWEEN IRAN AND EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES (SPECIFIC COUNTRIES UNK) FOR AN UNDETERMINED NUMBER OF MIG-21 (FISHBED) AND MIG-23 (FLOGGER).

3. (SANDFORM) THAT IRAN HAS ACQUIRED LARGE QUANTITIES OF C-801 SURFACE TO SURFACE SHIP MISSILES PRODUCED BY CHINA (PRC).

COMMENTS: (SANDFORM)